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ABSTRACT
A simulation of radioactivity decay by using programable light source with a few

minutes half-life is suggested. A photodiode with digital meter label in cps is use instead
of radiation detector. Both light source and photodiode are installed in a black box to
avoid surrounding room light. The simulation set can also demonstrate Inverse Square
Law experiment of radiation penetration.

1. INTRODUCTION
Learning Nuclear Physics in school is quite difficult to understand. One methed of

teaching is trying to have the student learned by experiment. Most schools can not afford
a laboratory for a fundamental experiment on nature of radiation. Lacking knowledge for
handling of radioactive materials and cost of nuclear instruments made impossible in
implementing of such laboratory in ordinary schools. This simulation set is aimed at
providing simple and low-cost experiment to schools.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 LIGHT SOURCE TO SIMULATE RADIOACTIVE SOURCE
A small lamp is used connecting to RC circuit in order to simulate radioactive

source. The intensity of light is synchronized with voltage reading from a voltmeter.
Student will notice the decrease of light intensity along with the decrease in voltage at the
meter. With stop watch, student can determine half-life of the simulated radioactive
source.

2.2 FOR INVERSE SQUARE LAW EXPERIMENT
A constant light source is set on a stand located on a rail. A photodiode detector is

set on the same rail as light source and marked distance from the light source. Both light
source and photodiode are installed in a black box to avoid surrounding room light.
Readings electrical current passing through the photodiode detector are observed with
varying distance from the light source. Hence, Inverse Square Law is demonstrated.
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3. CONCLUSION
Gamma radiation emitted from radioactive source is the same electromagnetic

wave as light. The advantage of light is that it can be observed by eyes. The radiation
emission of any radioactive source is decreasing with time. It means the radioactive
source becomes less active, but the mass is not smaller than previous. Lamp light can
show similar effect by decreasing light intensity. A voltmeter is provided for
determination of half-life because the decreasing in light intensity could not determine by
eyes.

If half-life of a radioactive source is long compared to observing period, the
radiation emission rate assume to be constant. For inverse square law experiment,
constant light source can be used. Since light and gamma radiation have the same natural
phenomena, Inverse Square Law can be demonstrated.

The radioactive source simulation by light source may find their application in
secondary school, if it is desired to put the subject of radiation and radioactivity into
school level. Cost of the simulation set is substantially less than the true radioactive
source set. The problem on handling of radioactive source is also eliminated.
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